Outdoor Base Station
**PRODUCT FEATURES:**

- Design for the Umber Base station.
- IP55 rated protection.
- Flammability Tested against UL746C 5V.
- Suitable for outdoor use with respect to exposure to Ultraviolet Light, Water Exposure and Immersion in accordance with UL 746C.
- Impact strength IK 08.
- Size is 175x250x75.
- Weathering resistance for outdoor from -33 to 55 deg C.

**Installation – Setup is simple:**

- Umber BASE station is put inside the Box
- The base is compliant with the DW-410 system and our wireless phones, DW-X400, DW-X430 and DW-X440.

* 4 screws are used to fix the Box to the wall

**Package:**

- Enclosure 175x250x75mm with some pre-installed parts:
  - RJ45 cable gland + O-ring + Counter Nut x 1 set.
  - Ventilation Device x 1.
  - Wall mounting lugs x 4.
  - Metal bracket x 1.
  - Plastic plate x 1.
  - Label (size or content TBD) x 1.
  - Name plate (size or logo TBD) x 1.
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